
If you are interested in learning more about 
Silver Bear Swim School, located in Nevada, go to
www.silverbearswim.com. 

For more information on TMI Sustainable Aquatics click here. For

more information on BRIDGING® click here.  If you would like to

contact TMI, email  timothy@tmiaquatics.com.

TMI Sustainable Aquatics

1-800-818-8266

 

Silver Bear Swim School
Interview Date: 2021

We sat down and chatted with Tim Hall about his decision to go with TMI Chemistry
Controllers and UV on his two, highly successful, swim schools in Reno, Nevada – the
Silver Bear Swim Schools.

Tim and his wife Katie, met in a pool. Katie, the former captain of the UC Berkley
Women's Swim Team, Tim was training for triathlons. Being the intrepid entrepreneurs
they are, when the couple moved to Nevada, they opened their first swim school. After
all, swimming was a skill that every child needs and after their eldest son, Jack, was
born, they realized they had a shortage of options in that department. The first Silver
Bear Swim School was launched in 2006 and the Sparks Silver Bear Swim School in
2012. It took all of 6 years to understand how to ensure that the quality of programming
and overall customer service delivery could be duplicated at their second facility.

When they first opened in 2006, the pool contractor had persuaded Tim to go with a
Salt System. As so often happens, the system was not sized correctly and their
experience with a salt pool did not go well. Tim was very happy with his contractors in
general but realized he needed to partner with a company that wasn’t focused on the
hardware (pool build, mechanical room, etc.) but was focused on the software or
chemistry side and water quality aspect of pool maintenance. Somewhere along the
way he came across TMI Sustainable Aquatics via the internet and started a
conversation with Timothy. Tim was looking for help in areas that the local contractors,
as good as they were, couldn’t help him with.

He quickly realized that he had found a company that he wanted to work with. With
Timothy, he felt like he had found someone he could trust and who was knowledgeable
about the areas that he needed help with. He decided he could work with TMI.

We asked Tim what, about his upgrade to TMI Controllers and UV, made the decision a
good one.

“The regular positive feedback from our swimmers was great, but the main
reason why I know I made the best decision was because of the customer
service, knowledge and responsiveness of the TMI Team. I am in charge of
facilities for our swim schools, and I had finally found a partner that I could trust!
It felt like your team cared about my pools as much as I did. They would return
my calls very quickly, no matter the time of day. That gave me a lot of confidence.
I was initially concerned that they were in Washington State and we are in
Nevada, but with your level of responsiveness and your ability to monitor my
system remotely in real time, it doesn't feel like they are far away. It was actually
amazing, and in fact, so indispensable to my facility operations that I have
mandated TMI equipment on all future franchised Silver Bear Swim Schools. We
now have two schools in the making, one set to open in March in Utah and
another sometime in 2022 .”

Other TMI News

Holiday Business Hours:
TMI will be closed December 23 - January 2, 2022

We will return to normal operating hours January 3, 2022

Shipping Closure:
The last day to place an order for shipment prior to the new year (*of items in

stock) will be 12/17/2021

Stay up to date on the latest information regarding operating hours with COVID-19 and other information at

our website or on social media: Twitter or Facebook @tmiaquatics.
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